WHAT MIGHT HAVE BEEN

In an affecting memoir, a dying John Connally mused about the Kennedy assassination

John Connally played out his life on the national stage, but never quite in the center spotlight. He helped elect Eisenhower, Kennedy and Johnson, yet saw his own presidential ambitions fizzle. Last week Democrats and Republicans alike gathered in Austin, Texas, to mourn the passing of Connally, who was dead at 76. A three-term Texas Governor and Democrat turned Republican who served as Richard Nixon's Treasury Secretary, Connally nonetheless will be best remembered as the man who sat in front of John Kennedy in a Dallas motorcade on the afternoon of Nov. 22, 1963. As burial preparations were underway, FBI officials sought permission from the Connally family to extract fragments of the bullet that tore through Connally's chest that bleak November day. Their aim was to settle once and for all the perennial question of whether Lee Harvey Oswald had acted alone in Dallas. Instead, the request only unsettled Connally's kin. "It's an appalling attempt to capitalize on Governor Connally's death to gain publicity for worn-out theories," said Julian Read, a family spokesman.

Shortly before he died, Connally finished his memoirs, In History's Shadow. In the following excerpts from the book, he ponders the what ifs and what might have been.

"I would have run for a fourth and even a fifth term as Governor of Texas, if for no other reason than to set a record."
conceivable I might have presumed to run for President myself in 1988. My political ambitions would almost certainly have taken on more steam. If not the presidency, I would have run for a fourth and even a fifth term as Governor of Texas, if for no other reason than to set a record. That goal is one I now regard as ignoble, but there is a time in your life when records matter.

I am often asked if I regard my switching parties as a mistake. In terms of making a difference, of changing the country or even the Republican Party, I have to say that it did not. Some of my friends still entertain themselves by speculating that I could have been elected President as a Democrat. I do not subscribe to this theory for reasons that by now need no repeating. One excuse works as well as another, but, in my time, the Democrats were not going to nominate a Texas conservative. In politics, something is always wrong: the year, the opponent, the issues. Think of how few people actually run for President; only one gets elected every fourth year. For most, it is like a romance that is never in sync; one of the parties is always free when the other is married.

In any event, my switching had nothing to do with presidential ambition. At the time, in 1973, I was just a wild card. I was too long a Democrat, too soon a Republican, to hold any such lofty ideas. But it long ago became clear to Nellie and me that we were at least as comfortable among our old friends as our new ones. "I think you have to be born into the Republican Party," said Nellie, "before they will accept you at something other than entry level."

In 1979, the year before I ran for President, I spoke at Republican fund raisers in 46 cities. I campaigned once for Ronald Reagan and supported him twice, but I conclude with regret that in 12 years Reagan and Bush turned the clock back and wasted their separate mandates to improve our society in a profound and lasting way.

In the summer of 1991, as a result of Desert Storm, the popularity of George Bush remained at an all-time high. I was among an almost invisible minority who believed this support was transitory and illusory. I thought his numbers would drop like a rock down a rain pipe, and his support would erode and fade as quickly as it had soared. I expressed that opinion to a number of people, although I am not sure I convinced any of them.

One in particular who rejected my forecast was Lloyd Bentsen, the senior Senator from Texas, who had gained enormous respect across the country as the running mate of Michael Dukakis. He won praise despite the defeat of the ticket and the campaign strategy of Dukakis, which was virtually beyond comprehension.

Well before the 1992 campaign began, I sent word to Senator Bentsen that I thought Bush would slip, and on three separate occasions I urged him to announce his candidacy. Like many Democrats, at the height of the Desert Storm celebrations, he thought they needed to worry about retaining control of the Senate. Through the summer of '92, as Bush's popularity shrank and the Clinton campaign gathered momentum, I wondered many times what might be going through Lloyd Bentsen's mind.

With the possible exception of the race by Dukakis, the Bush campaign in 1992 was probably the weakest, dum-
A still-rising son: Author Crichton with a very old friend

**A 'Jurassic' Sequel? Maybe.**

It's nice to be out of the dinomania," declared "Jurassic Park" author Michael Crichton last week from Tokyo, where he's on a press tour. In fact, the mania around Crichton, 50, is getting more intense every day. Three of his novels ride The New York Times paperback best-seller list: "Jurassic Park" (No. 1), "Rising Sun" (opening as a movie starring Sean Connery in July) and "Congo." And last week film rights to his newest novel (tentatively titled "Disclosure," due out in December), a suspense tale about sexual harassment, were snapped up by Warner Bros. for $3.5 million.

"Does the open ending of "Jurassic Park" mean more dinomania to come?" I wanted to convey uncertainty about the future," Crichton says, "which inevitably means there is a sequel possibility." None is in the works yet—but a TV cartoon series looks like a dino-mite bet.

Off the Books

Why did Oprah Winfrey suddenly take back her autobiography last week, just three months before publication? One rumor: fiancé Stedman Graham, agast at accounts of Oprah's past sexual exploits, threatened to nix their engagement. The truth, at least according to her publisher, isn't as juicy. "She felt this was not the best job she could do," said Knopf's William T. Loverd. "There was not enough of her in it." The book is only postponed, he added. For once, the Queen of Talk wasn't saying much.

Shalom, Elton

When fans and photographers mobbed him in the Tel Aviv Hilton lobby last week, Elton John let the sun go down on Israel without performing. After leapingfrogging over a sofa, he jetted home to England. But then Britain's ambassador to Israel and Knesset members begged him not to go breaking their hearts—and he returned. Before 35,000 fans, he opened his set with "The Bitch Is Back"—and said, "I'd like to apologize." They forgave him.

Get back, honky cat: John and his bodyguards take a hike

**TRANSITION**

DIED: Former Texas governor and Republican presidential candidate John B. Connally Jr., 76; of complications from pulmonary fibrosis, in Houston, June 15. Connally was best known outside Texas for being wounded in the gunfire that killed President Kennedy in Dallas, and his death set off a flurry among Kennedy conspiracy theorists. The Assassination Archives and Research Center, a group that disputes the Warren Commission's theory that a single bullet pierced both Kennedy and Connally, asked Attorney General Janet Reno to have bullet fragments that might still be lodged in his wrist and thigh removed. A new autopsy yielded unmatched fragments, it might mean the end of the single-bullet theory and suggest a second gunman.

The FBI bit. Although the bureau hadn't shown much interest in Connally's body before, friends say agents were trying to contact family representatives even during "Big John's" funeral. The family refused. "Why is the FBI involved?" asked spokesman Julian Read. "Don't they have anything better to do?" After glowing testimonials from Lady Bird Johnson and Congressman Jake Pickle, among others, Connally's body was buried and there are no plans to exhume it. But the saga lives on. FBI agent Oliver (Buck) Revell said, "Armed guards (should) be posted around the grave until we get this thing resolved."

Sir William Golding, 81, Nobel Prize-winning author of "Lord of the Flies" and 11 other novels; of a suspected heart attack at his home in England.